Artemis __ is a teenage criminal mastermind
This Baggins, not Frodo, is the hero of The Hobbit
Michael Buckley writes The Sisters __, about two fairy tale detectives
The Shannara series of fantasy novels is by Terry __
In the Harry Potter books, the Weasleys live in a house called the __
and Puss in Boots are Shrek’s friends, whether he wants them or not
Charlie Bucket finds the last __ ticket
The Mad __ is from Alice in Wonderland
Harry Potter lived on __ Drive in Little Whinging
The Drew siblings are characters in The Dark is __ series
Prince __ constructed a ship called the Dawn Treader
Midnight for __ Bone is Book 1 in a series by Jenny Nimmo
Percy __ is the son of one of the Olympian Gods
Peter Pan in __ is the official sequel to Peter Pan
Taran, Eilonwy, Gurgi and Hen Wen are from The Black __
In __, by Neil Gaiman, she is told to "not go through the little door"
Peter, Susan, Edmund and Lucy __ became royalty in Narnia
__ is the bad guy in A Series of Unfortunate Events
Anne Hathaway starred as Ella __
Lyra and Will are the main characters of the His Dark __ series
Milo and Tock are two main characters in The Phantom __
Before Hunger Games Suzanne Collins wrote the __ Chronicles
The __ children are Violet, Klaus and Sunny
In The Tale of __, a mouse sets off to rescue a human princess
The __ Chronicles feature Mallory, Simon and Jared Grace
Jesse Oliver Aarons, Jr. is from the book and movie, Bridge to __
Augustus, Veruca, Violet and Mike visited his chocolate factory
Peter and the __ is a book by Dave Barry and Ridley Pearson
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